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Last Time: Multi-Class Neural Networks

• We discussed multi-class classification with neural networks:

• We use the softmax function to convert the ො𝑦𝑐 to probabilities:
– We use this for inference.
– Likelihood is softmax for true label.
– Last layer is all that changes.

• We train by minimizing the sum of negative log-likelihoods over ‘i’.
– We can add multiple layers, convolution layers, max pooling, ReLu, and so on.



Previously: ImageNet Competition and CNNs 

• ImageNet: Millions of labeled images, 1000 object classes.

– Led to popularization of CNNs and deep learning across computer vision.

– Led to many insights about how to train CNNs and construct architectures.

• ImageNet + CNNs is arguably most influential computer vision work of all time.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=40riCqvRoMs
http://www.themtank.org/a-year-in-computer-vision



Are CNNs learning something sensible?

• Recall that deep learning and CNNs are
motivated by ideas about human vision.
– First layers detect simple features like

Gaussians, Gabors, Laplacian of Gaussian.

– Later layers detect more complicated 
features like corners, repeating patterns.

– Deeper layers starts to recognize complex
parts of objects.

– Deepest layers recognize full object
concepts.

• Is this what trained CNNs actually do? 

https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Sensory_Systems/Visual_Signal_Processing
http://fortune.com/ai-artificial-intelligence-deep-machine-learning/



Are CNNs learning something sensible?

• Filters learned by first layer of original AlexNet (first CNN winner):

• Many other models give similar results (but often only 1 layer).
http://papers.nips.cc/paper/4824-imagenet-classification-with-deep-convolutional-neural-networks.pdf



Are CNNs learning something sensible?

• It’s harder to visualize what is learned in other layers.

– Approach 1:

• Search for training data image patches
that maximally-activates a filter.

• Then try to reason about what the filter is doing.

– Approach 2:

• Apply deconvolution network
to these patches to try to 
“reverse” the operations.

• Uses transposed convolutions
and unpooling to visualize
“what activated the filter”.

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1311.2901v3.pdf



Are CNNs learning something sensible?

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1311.2901v3.pdf



Are CNNs learning something sensible?

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1311.2901v3.pdf



Are CNNs learning something sensible?

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1311.2901v3.pdf



Are CNNs learning something sensible?

• We can look at how prediction changes if we hide part of image:

http://cs231n.github.io/understanding-cnn/



Mission Accomplished?

• For speech recognition and object detection:
– No non-deep methods have ever given the current level of performance.

– Deep models continue to improve performance on these and related tasks.
• Though we don’t know how to scale up other universal approximators.

– There is some overfitting to popular datasets like ImageNet.
• Recent work showed accuracy drop of 11-14%by using a different ImageNet test set.

• CNNs are now making their way into products.
– Face/person recognition in various cameras.

– Car recognition in vehicles.

– Amazon Go: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NrmMk1Myrxc
• Trolling by French company Monoprix here.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NrmMk1Myrxc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8sF868SJSrE


• We’re still missing a lot of theory and understanding deep learning.

• “Good CS expert says: Most firms that think they want advanced AI/ML 
really just need linear regression on cleaned-up data.”

Mission Accomplished?
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http://www.argmin.net/2017/12/05/kitchen-sinks/

http://www.overcomingbias.com/2016/12/this-ai-boom-will-also-bust.html


• Despite high-level of abstraction, deep CNNs are easily fooled:

– What happens when you give a weird input to a CNN?

Mission Accomplished?

http://arxiv.org/pdf/1608.01745v1.pdf



• Despite high-level of abstraction, deep CNNs are easily fooled:

– What happens when you give a weird input to a CNN?

• Recent work: imperceptible noise that changes the predicted label.

– “Adversarial examples” (can change to any other label).

Mission Accomplished?
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https://arxiv.org/pdf/1412.6572.pdf, https://blog.openai.com/adversarial-example-research/



• Can someone repaint a stop sign and fool self-driving cars?

Mission Accomplished?
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https://arxiv.org/pdf/1712.09665.pdf

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i1sp4X57TL4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i1sp4X57TL4


Mission Accomplished?

• Are the networks understanding the fundamental concepts?

– Is being “surrounded by green” part of the definition of cow?

– Do we need to have examples of cows in different environments?

• Kids don’t need this.

• Image colourization:

https://www.onegreenplanet.org/news/cows-enjoy-the-beach/
https://mathwithbaddrawings.com/2017/10/18/5-ways-to-troll-your-neural-network/



Mission Accomplished?

• CNNs may not be learning what you think they are.

– CNN for diagnosing enlarged heart:

• Higher values mean more likely to be enlarged:

– CNN says “portable” protocal is predictive:

• But they are probabaly getting a “portable” 
scan because they’re too sick to go the hospital.

– CNN was biased by the scanning protocal.

• Learns the scans that more-sick patients get.

• This is not what we want in a medical test.

https://medium.com/@jrzech/what-are-radiological-deep-learning-models-actually-learning-f97a546c5b98



• Related: does the prediction change real-world outcomes?

– Are you just annoying the highly-paid doctor or paying for nothing?



Racially-Biased Algorithms?
• Major issue: are we learning representations with harmful biases?

– Biases could come from data (if data only has certain groups in certain situations).
– Biases could come from labels (always using label of “ball” for certain sports).
– Biases could come from learning method (model predicts “basketball” for black people 

more often than this appears in training data for basketball images).

– This is a major problem/issue when deploying these systems.
• For example, “repeat-offender prediction” that reinforces racial biases in arrest patterns.

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1711.11443.pdf



Racially-Biased Algorithms?

• Results on image super-resolution (upscaling) method:

• Sometimes these issues can be reduced by careful data collection.
– In this case, we could train on a more-diverse group.

– But sometimes you cannot collect unbiased data.

https://www.theverge.com/21298762/face-depixelizer-ai-machine-learning-tool-pulse-stylegan-obama-bias



Sexist Algorithms?
• Hungarian is gender neutral.

– Google assigns a gender based on frequencies in training set:

• Amazon’s hiring algorithm penalized candidates with “woman/women” in application.
– Another correlation/causation issue: “most engineers at Amazon are men, engineers should be men?”

• Maybe we will eventually fix issues like this.
– Until we do, maybe we should not use machine learning in some applications.

• Or at least warn people about potential biases.

https://twitter.com/doravargha/status/1373211762108076034



• From “How to Recognize AI Snake Oil”.

– https://www.cs.princeton.edu/~arvindn/talks/MIT-STS-AI-snakeoil.pdf



Summary

• CNNs seem to be learning sensible things.
– Earlier layers seem to represent low-level features.
– Later layers seem to represent complex object-level features.

• But our ML models are easily fooled:
– Unpredictable performance on “out of distribution” images.
– Adversarial examples lead to incorrect predictions.
– Do not understand context and obvious confounding factors.

• There are some problems where we should not use ML.
– ML models can learn/propagate/enhance harmful biases (sometimes fixable, 

sometimes not).
– On some applications, methods do not work better than obvious baselines.

• Next time: supervised learning where we do not know the output size.


